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ABSTRACT 

A method for allocating workloads based on a total cost of 
ownership (TCO) model includes receiving a workload; 
estimating a cost for allocating the workload to each disk of 
disks in a disk pool based on a TCO model; determining a 
disk among the disks in the disk pool that minimizes a TCO; 
and allocating the workload to the disk. The TCO model 
incorporates a plurality of cost factors for estimating costs 
for each disk in the disk pool for allocating the workload. 
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ONLINE FLASH RESOURCE ALLOCATION 
MANAGER BASED ON A TCO MODEL 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION(S) 

[0001] This application claims the benefits of and priority 
to U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 62/205,175 
filed Aug. 14, 2015, the disclosure of which is incorporated 
herein by reference in its entirety. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0002] The present disclosure relates generally to data 
storage systems and methods, more particularly, to a system 
and method for allocating online workloads to storage 
devices in a disk pool based on a TCO model. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] Flash memory-based solid stated drives (SSDs) 
have been adopted in data centers primarily because of their 
superior I/0 characteristics compared to Serial AT Attach
ment (SATA)-based SSDs. However, flash-based SSDs suf
fer from write amplification caused by the erase-before
rewrite limitation, and background garbage collection and 
wear levelling required for the flash memory. A write 
amplification factor (WAF) is defined as a ratio of physical 
writes to logical writes. Since SSDs have limited write 
(erase) cycles, a higher WAF shortens the device lifetime of 
the SSDs, and thus increases the cost of ownership of the 
datacenter. In addition, the lifetime, and hence the total cost 
of ownership (TCO) of the datacenter, is affected by the 
workloads running on the SSDs. 
[0004] Existing WAF models for determining a WAF for 
SSDs primarily utilize the architectural characteristics of the 
SSD, garbage collection policies, and distribution of work
loads (uniform or non-uniform) as factors. However, these 
WAF models do not consider the effects of workload sequen
tiality on WAF that may affect the workloads running on the 
SSDs, and hence the ultimate TCO. 

SUMMARY 

[0005] According to one embodiment, a method includes: 
receiving a workload; estimating a cost for allocating the 
workload to each disk of disks in a disk pool based on a TCO 
model; determining a disk among the disks in the disk pool 
that minimizes a total cost of ownership (TCO) by compar
ing costs estimated for the disks; and allocating the work
load to the disk. 
[0006] According to another embodiment, a system 
includes: a workload generator configured to generate a 
workload; a plurality of disks stored in a disk pool; a 
dispatcher comprising a storage that stores a TCO model and 
cost factors for each disk of the plurality of disks in the disk 
pool and a workload queue for storing workloads received 
from a host computer via a host interface. The dispatcher is 
configured to generate an estimated cost for allocating a 
workload stored in the workload queue to each disk of the 
plurality of disks based on a TCO model, determine a disk 
among the plurality of disks in the disk pool that minimizes 
a TCO by comparing costs estimated for the plurality of 
disks, and dispatch the workload to the disk. 
[0007] The above and other preferred features, including 
various novel details of implementation and combination of 
events, will now be more particularly described with refer-
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ence to the accompanying figures and pointed out in the 
claims. It will be understood that the particular systems and 
methods described herein are shown by way of illustration 
only and not as limitations. As will be understood by those 
skilled in the art, the principles and features described herein 
may be employed in various and numerous embodiments 
without departing from the scope of the present disclosure. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0008] The accompanying drawings, which are included 
as part of the present specification, illustrate the presently 
preferred embodiment and together with the general descrip
tion given above and the detailed description of the preferred 
embodiment given below serve to explain and teach the 
principles described herein. 
[0009] FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of an example 
flash-based storage system, according to one embodiment; 
[0010] FIG. 2 shows an example of calculating a write 
wearout count of a disk, according to on embodiment; 
[0011] FIG. 3 illustrates an example architecture of a 
flash-based storage system, according to one embodiment; 
and 
[0012] FIG. 4 shows an example flowchart for assigning a 
workload to a disk based on a TCO model, according to one 
embodiment. 
[0013] The figures are not necessarily drawn to scale and 
elements of similar structures or functions are generally 
represented by like reference numerals for illustrative pur
poses throughout the figures. The figures are only intended 
to facilitate the description of the various embodiments 
described herein. The figures do not describe every aspect of 
the teachings disclosed herein and do not limit the scope of 
the claims. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0014] Each of the features and teachings disclosed herein 
can be utilized separately or in conjunction with other 
features and teachings to provide an online flash resource 
allocation manager based on a TCO model. Representative 
examples utilizing many of these additional features and 
teachings, both separately and in combination, are described 
in further detail with reference to the attached figures. This 
detailed description is merely intended to teach a person of 
skill in the art further details for practicing aspects of the 
present teachings and is not intended to limit the scope of the 
claims. Therefore, combinations of features disclosed above 
in the detailed description may not be necessary to practice 
the teachings in the broadest sense, and are instead taught 
merely to describe particularly representative examples of 
the present teachings. 
[0015] In the description below, for purposes of explana
tion only, specific nomenclature is set forth to provide a 
thorough understanding of the present disclosure. However, 
it will be apparent to one skilled in the art that these specific 
details are not required to practice the teachings of the 
present disclosure. 
[0016] Some portions of the detailed descriptions herein 
are presented in terms of algorithms and symbolic repre
sentations of operations on data bits within a computer 
memory. These algorithmic descriptions and representations 
are used by those skilled in the data processing arts to 
effectively convey the substance of their work to others 
skilled in the art. An algorithm is here, and generally, 
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conceived to be a self-consistent sequence of steps leading 
to a desired result. The steps are those requiring physical 
manipulations of physical quantities. Usually, though not 
necessarily, these quantities take the form of electrical or 
magnetic signals capable of being stored, transferred, com
bined, compared, and otherwise manipulated. It has proven 
convenient at times, principally for reasons of common 
usage, to refer to these signals as bits, values, elements, 
symbols, characters, terms, numbers, or the like. 
[0017] It should be borne in mind, however, that all of 
these and similar terms are to be associated with the appro
priate physical quantities and are merely convenient labels 
applied to these quantities. Unless specifically stated other
wise as apparent from the below discussion, it is appreciated 
that throughout the description, discussions utilizing terms 
such as "processing," "computing," "calculating," "deter
mining," "displaying," or the like, refer to the action and 
processes of a computer system, or similar electronic com
puting device, that manipulates and transforms data repre
sented as physical (electronic) quantities within the com
puter system's registers and memories into other data 
similarly represented as physical quantities within the com
puter system memories or registers or other such informa
tion storage, transmission or display devices. 
[0018] The algorithms presented herein are not inherently 
related to any particular computer or other apparatus. Vari
ous general-purpose systems, computer servers, or personal 
computers may be used with programs in accordance with 
the teachings herein, or it may prove convenient to construct 
a more specialized apparatus to perform the required method 
steps. The required structure for a variety of these systems 
will appear from the description below. It will be appreciated 
that a variety of programming languages may be used to 
implement the teachings of the disclosure as described 
herein. 
[0019] Moreover, the various features of the representa
tive examples and the dependent claims may be combined in 
ways that are not specifically and explicitly enumerated in 
order to provide additional useful embodiments of the 
present teachings. It is also expressly noted that all value 
ranges or indications of groups of entities disclose every 
possible intermediate value or intermediate entity for the 
purpose of an original disclosure, as well as for the purpose 
of restricting the claimed subject matter. It is also expressly 
noted that the dimensions and the shapes of the components 
shown in the figures are designed to help to understand how 
the present teachings are practiced, but not intended to limit 
the dimensions and the shapes shown in the examples. 
[0020] The present disclosure describes a total cost of 
ownership (TCO) model for a flash-based memory system. 
The TCO model takes into consideration various cost factors 
including, but not limited to, a lifetime of a disk, the 
sequentiality of workloads, and write wearout of the disks in 
a SSD disk pool. Using the TCO model, a dispatcher can run 
an algorithm (herein also referred to as minTCO) for mini
mizing a TCO for allocating workloads, and a dispatcher can 
allocate the workloads to a particular disk among the disks 
contained in a disk pool. 
[0021] The TCO model that the dispatcher implements can 
be independent of a write amplification factor (WAF) of the 
disks, and any WAF model can be employed in the TCO 
model to calculate the TCO. Due to the independence of the 
TCO model from the WAF model, the dispatcher is appli
cable to any SSD storage system that includes different types 
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or combinations of SSDs having different WAF character
istics. Examples of the SSD storage systems that the present 
TCO model is applicable to can include various types and 
combinations of non-volatile memories including, but not 
limited to, a flash memory, a phase-change RAM (PRAM), 
a spin-transfer torque magnetic random access memory 
(STT-MRAM), and a resistive RAM (ReRAM). 
[0022] FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of an example 
flash-based storage system, according to one embodiment. 
The flash-based storage system includes a host computer 
110, a dispatcher 120, and a disk pool 130 including a 
plurality of SSDs. The dispatcher 120 includes at least one 
processor 121, a memory 122, and a storage 123 for storing 
various programs and the associated data, and cost factors 
for each of the SSDs in the disk pool 130. Via a host 
interface 127, the dispatcher 120 receives a workload from 
the host computer 110 or a workload generator 301 shown 
in FIG. 3. The workload can include a write request to write 
data to one of the SSDs in the disk pool 130. The workload 
is stored in a workload queue 124 for further processing. 
First, the cost estimator 125 estimates a cost for allocating 
the workload to one of the SSDs in the disk pool 130 based 
on a cost model (e.g., a total cost of ownership (TCO) 
model). Based on the estimated costs to allocate the work
load to each one of the SSDs in the disk pool 130, the cost 
estimator 125 determines which SSD in the disk pool 130 
can minimize a TCO for allocating the workload. Via a SSD 
interface 128, the dispatcher 120 dispatches the workload to 
the SSD that was identified by the cost estimator 125 to 
minimize the TCO. 
[0023] Although the dispatcher 120 is shown to be sepa
rate from the host computer 110 in FIG. 1, it is understood 
that the dispatcher 120 can run on the host computer as an 
application. A group of host computers may be present in a 
data center, and those host computers may communicate 
over a network to orchestrate the operation of the dispatcher 
120 among the SSDs that may be distributed over the 
network. 
[0024] According to one embodiment, the TCO model 
takes into account various cost factors of disks including the 
WAF and a lifetime of the SSDs. For example, flash memo
ries (or any other non-volatile memories) included in an 
SSD can have a vendor-specific or vendor-influenced write 
amplification characteristics. The WAF for the SSD can vary 
depending on the manufacturer, the storage capacity, the 
type of the non-volatile memories, and the technologies used 
to manufacture the non-volatile memories, the operating 
environment, the age of the SSDs, etc. 
[0025] According to one embodiment, the WAF of an SSD 
can be determined with experimental data that takes the 
sequentiality of workloads into consideration. It is noted that 
the WAF model can be obtained and implemented in dif
ferent manners instead of experimentally measuring WAF 
and incorporating the experimental data into the WAF 
model. For example, the manufacturer-provided specifica
tion, an analysis tool, or a numerical formula for estimating 
a WAF can be used to build a WAF model without deviating 
from the scope of the present disclosure. 
[0026] According to one embodiment, a TCO model can 
be built by incorporating the WAF model. A dispatcher 
implements the TCO model and can determine a SSD disk 
among the SSD disk pool that minimizes the overall TCO 
for a given workload. The TCO can be calculated using a 
number of cost factors including, but not limited to, a 
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purchasing cost, a write cycle limitation, a number of writes 
to disks that have already happened, logical/physical writes 
per day, and a sequentiality ratio of each workload under 
consideration. Herein, a sequentiality ratio is defined as a 
ratio of sequential writes to total writes. Some of these 
factors may not be readily available to be used in the TCO 
model. For example, the sequential ratio and total write 
count of mixed write streams running on a disk may be 
estimated by a numerical formula. 
[0027] According to one embodiment, the dispatcher can 
measure the WAF of an SSD with multiple workloads based 
on the sequentiality of the workloads. The TCO model takes 
into account additional cost factors such as a lifetime cycle 
of an SSD, the sequentiality of workloads, and the write 
wearout to minimize the total cost of ownership when 
allocating the workloads. In some embodiments, a numerical 
formula can be used to calculate statistics that are required 
for calculating the TCO but cannot be directly obtained from 
observing the SSDs. 
[0028] Some embodiments of a dispatcher can translate 
the effects ofWAF on TCO and incorporates WAF into the 
TCO model. Furthermore, the dispatcher and the dispatcher 
can be used for either static or dynamic ( online) allocation 
of workloads to the SSDs in a SSD disk pool. The TCO 
model can be independent of the WAF model being used, as 
long as one is available. This makes the TCO model a 
flexible and scalable model that is able to be adapted to other 
types of storage medium having different WAF characteris
tics. 
[0029] Some embodiments of a TCO model can take into 
consideration a number of cost factors such as disk write 
wearout (daily write rate of the currently running work
loads), the sequentiality of workloads, etc. Some of the 
factors may be difficult to monitor and obtain from the SSD 
during runtime. The present dispatcher can apply various 
TCO models to profile and estimate status of SSDs as well 
as statistical information of workload streams running on the 
SSDs. Based on these inputs, the dispatcher can implement 
and run an online, self-tuning algorithm herein referred to as 
"minTCO". The minTCO can adaptively allocate new work
load write streams to an SSD disk in a disk pool to minimize 
the TCO. 
[0030] To simplify the description, the following symbols 
are used throughout the detailed description. 

Symbol 

C; 
E[T]; 

Tw; 

TE; 

W; 
W; 

'-P; 

'-L; 

'-L/1x, t,,) 

/1.,Lji 

A; 
R; 
R;(tx, t) 
S; 
ND 

TABLE 1 

List of S mbols 

Description 

Cost of disk i 
Expected flash work time of disk i 
Accumulated working time of disk i 
Expected working time in the future of disk i 
Total write limit of disk i 
Current write wearout collilt of disk i 
Physical data write per day on disk i 
Logical data write per day on disk i 
Logical data write per day of workloads on disk i during 
tx and ty 
Logical data write per day of workload j; (used in FIG. 3) 
Write amplification of disk i 
Workload set that are running in disk i 
Workload set that are running in disk i during tx and ty 
(Total) sequential ratio of running workloads on disk i 
Total number of disks in the disk pool 
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TABLE I-continued 

List of S mbols 

Description 

Total number of workloads in the workload generator 
Arrival time of all workloads running on disk i 

[0031] Write amplification is an undesirable phenomenon 
associated with flash memory devices where the actual 
amount of data written to a flash memory is larger than the 
logical amount of data written to the flash memory by a 
workload. Write amplification factor (WAF, herein also 
referred to as A) can be defined as a ratio of total physical 
data written by the workload to the total logical write data 
seen by the SSD: 

PhysicalWrite/OSize 
A=-----

LogicalWrite/OSize 

Being defined as such, a WAF of a flash memory-based SSD 
is greater than 1. 
[0032] In general, a WAF that is specific to an SSD is 
difficult to measure because the WAF is typically vendor 
confidential information. For users, there are no standard 
ways to directly monitor or record the WAF of an SSD. In 
some embodiment, a vendor-supplied tool can be used to 
measure a WAF of an SSD. For example, the WAF of a 
certain vendor's SSD might be expressed as a polynomial 
function of the sequentiality of write operations in the 
workload: 

A =aS2+bS+c, 

where a, b, and c are constants, and S is the sequentiality of 
the workload. The sequentiality S is defined as a ratio of 
sequential write I/0 size over the sum of sequential write I/0 
size and the random write I/0 size: 

SequentialWrite/OSize 
S=--------------

SequentialWrite/OSize + Random Write/OSize 

[0033] Various formulae can be used to calculate a TCO 
model implemented in the dispatcher. A generic TCO model 
can consider various cost factors including a purchase cost, 
installation, maintenance and operation, write wearout of an 
SSD, and so on. An important factor for determining the 
total cost is a wearout degree caused by the SSD's limited 
life cycle. The present TCO model can determine the total 
cost of ownership per a working time unit. For example, for 
a disk pool with Nn SSD disks, the TCO is defined as a sum 
of an average cost C per an expected flash work time E[T] 
for each SSD in the disk pool: 

ND C 
TCO= '\' -' = {;;t E[T]; 
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The more expensive the original cost of the device, the more 
expensive the overall TCO is. Conversely, the longer the 
expected flash work time, the cheaper the TCO is. 

[0034] The expected flash work time E[T] may not be 
directly obtained but can be calculated by the sum of the 
accumulated working time T w of each disk and the differ
ence between the total write limit W, and the current write 
wearout count w, of the disk that is divided by the physical 
data write per day Ap of the disk. The physical data write per 
day Ap can be indirectly obtained by the logical data write 
per day AL on the disk multiplied by the write amplification 
factor A of the disk that can be obtained experimentally or 
by the function defining the sequentiality ( e.g., a polynomial 
function A=aS 2 +bS+c). 

[0035] Read I/0 traffic does not result in any wearout to 
flash devices and hence the present TCO model does not 
account for read I/0 traffic. In the present TCO model, only 
write workloads are accounted for as a cost factor because 
write workloads to SSDs cause write amplification and 
eventually affect the device lifetime and the overall TCO. A 
write stream model accounts for each workload that has its 
own write rate A, with the sequentiality S, and the corre
sponding write amplification A. 

[0036] In some embodiments of a TCO model, the cost C, 
for a disk i can be observed, and total write limit W, is fixed 
for every SSD. Therefore, the TCO model needs to calculate, 
monitor, or estimate the remaining parameters. For the write 
amplification A, for the disk i, the TCO model can use any 
WAF model based on the write amplification characteristics 
of the disk. Additional parameters required to build the TCO 
model include: (i) the logical writes rate per day AL of 
multiple workloads running on a single disk, ii) the cbm
bined sequentiality of multiple workloads running on the 
disk S,, and (iii) the current disk write wear-out count w,. In 
some embodiments, the TCO model can use numerical 
formulae to estimate these parameters. 

[0037] For the purpose of modeling and estimation, an 
example dispatcher can calculate the TCO based on the 
following assumptions. First, it is assumed that multiple 
workloads are isolated on a single disk. Multiple workloads 
can be assigned to a single SSD and can have separate 
segments of the total capacity, so that their working sets are 
mutually exclusive. Accordingly, the possible cross-work
loads effects in an I/0 path can be ignored. 

[0038] Secondly, a write rate across different workloads to 
the same SSD is addable due to the segment isolation 
according to the first assumption. A write rate is herein 
defined as a number of write requests issued to an SSD per 
a unit time (e.g., a day). However, the total sequential ratio 
of multiple workloads running on a particular disk cannot be 
added up using their individual sequential ratios because 
different workloads can have different I/0 sizes, and there
fore their weights in a mixed write stream can vary. 

[0039] Thirdly, a WAF of an SSD can be estimated using 
a sequentiality ratio. An example WAF model uses a WAF 
function to reflect the SSD as a black-box. Therefore, the 
WAF of an SSD can be estimated by using a weighted 
sequentiality ratio of multiple workloads that concurrently 
execute on the SSD. 

[0040] Lastly, to devise a queueing theory model of an 
SSD for the purposes of TCO calculations, the service rate 
and waiting queue of each node (SSD in the pool) can be 
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ignored. Furthermore, the disk capacity (total size) is irrel
evant due to the assumption that the workload write rate can 
reflect the disk usage. 
[0041] According to one embodiment, the present dis
patcher calculates multiple workloads write streams in the 
following manner. First, logical data writes per day AL are 
calculated. Since the present TCO model uses a WAF model 
to model an SSD, the write rate AL is addable. For one disk, 
the AL is a sum of write rates of all assigned workload 
streams during an epoch (tx, ty): 

AL,(tx, ty) = ~ ALu· 
)ERj(fx,fy) 

[0042] Next, the present dispatcher calculates a total 
sequential ratio S, of running workloads of a disk i. Unlike 
an arrival rate, the mixed sequential ratio of multiple work
loads is not equal to a sum of the sequential ratios of all 
workloads. A weight to each workload write stream that is 
equal to its write rate is assigned to estimate the total 
sequential ratio S,. For multiple workloads running on a disk 
i, the total sequential ratio S, during an epoch (tx, ty) can be 
calculated as follows: 

[0043] Lastly, an example dispatcher can calculate a cur
rent write wearout count w,. The current write wearout count 
w, is defined as the total number of physical writes that can 
be experienced by an SSD before a failure occurs. It is 
difficult to monitor the current write wearout count w, of an 
SSD during runtime, so the present dispatcher estimates the 
current write wearout count w, using the information pro
vided by the workloads' rates and their execution time. In 
one embodiment, the present dispatcher calculates the cur
rent write wearout count w, by summing the estimated write 
counts of all the workloads over all the epochs that have 
elapsed since the SSD was first used. For a certain epoch, the 
present dispatcher calculates a physical write rate by mul
tiplying the total logical write rate with the corresponding 
WAF. The dispatcher further calculates the current write 
wearout count w, by multiplying the physical write rate with 
the length of the epoch. This process is repeated for all 
epochs of the disk, and the dispatcher can calculate the 
current write wearout count w,. At a moment t, when a new 
workload is received, the dispatcher can calculate the current 
write wearout count w, by adding the new workload as 
follows: 

W; = ~ (AL,(tia, t;(a+l)JfsEQ(S;(t;a, f;(a+l)J)(t;(a+l) - t;a)), 

t1aETj 

where t,a and t,ca+l) represent the start time of the epoch a 
and (a+l) on the disk i. 
[0044] FIG. 2 shows an example of calculating a write 
wearout count of a disk, according to on embodiment. 
Multiple write streams may run on a disk. The three axes, 
i.e., logical data writes per day AD time t, and WAF A=fsEQ 
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of FIG. 1 represent the three components of the equation for 
calculating the current write wearout count w,. The volume 
of the cuboids represents the total write wearout count w, for 
a disk i. 
[0045] With an arrival time of each workload, the start 
times ta and t6 for each epoch can be obtained. t, is a set of 
arrival times of all workloads running on disk i, where t,a is 
the starting time of a'h epoch of disk i. For the last workload 
in the disk i, the current time is used as its epoch ending 
time, t,ca+I)· The current time may be determined by the 
moment when a new workload is received and a decision of 
allocation needs to be made, or just anytime when the TCO 
is evaluated. 
[0046] According to one embodiment, an online allocation 
algorithm minTCO can be obtained based on the TCO 
model. FIG. 3 illustrates an example architecture of a 
flash-based storage system, according to one embodiment. 
The storage system includes a workload generator 301, a 
dispatcher 302, and a plurality of disks SSD 1 -SSDND con
tained in the disk pool 303. 
[0047] The work generator 301 can receive a workload 
and the dispatcher 302 can estimate a cost for allocating the 
workload to each and every disk of a disk pool 303 using a 
TCO model. For example, an estimated cost for a disk i 
denotes a cost when the workload would be allocated to the 
disk i. The TCO model employed by the dispatcher 302 can 
use logical data writes per day AL for each disk contained in 
the disk pool 303. The logical data writes per day "-L for the 
disk i can be obtained by summing up the estimated logical 
write rates of all assigned workload streams during an 
epoch. The physical write rates for the disk i can be 
estimated by multiplying the logical write rates in the 
workload streams with the corresponding WAF. The dis
patcher 202 can implement the online allocation algorithm 
minTCO and determine a disk in the disk pool 303 that 
minimizes the TCO for allocating the workload to the disk 
pool 303 of the flash-based storage system 300. Based on the 
minimum TCO, the dispatcher 302 can dispatch the work
load to the disk among SSD 1 -SSDND that minimizes the 
TCO. This process is repeated for a new workload as shown 
in FIG. 1 
[0048] Algorithm 1 below show a code for an example 
minTCO algorithm, according to one embodiment. The 
minTCO algorithm describes the main functionality of the 
dispatcher 302. When a new workload arrives, the dis
patcher 302 estimates a cost for allocating the new workload 
to each disk of a disk pool. The dispatcher 302 repeats this 
process for all the disks in the disk pool and can determine 
a disk that can would minimize a TCO among the costs 
estimated for the disk pool using the minTCO algorithm. 
The dispatcher 302 allocates the new workload to the disk 
that minimizes the TCO. It is noted that Algorithm 1 is 
presented as pseudocode, but is not intended to represent any 
particular programming language, or to even be compile. 
[0049] When a new workload arrives, the dispatcher 202 
calculates the TCO (i.e., a time-average TCO rate) for the 
entire disk pool (i=l to ND) when the workload were 
assigned to the i_th disk, and then allocates the workload to 
the SSD with the lowest time-average TCO rate. Specifi
cally, there are two cases for calculating the expected flash 
work time and total logical write amount of a disk i. The first 
case is when a new workload is assigned to disk k, (k can be 
or not be i). The dispatcher 202 uses the arrival time TJN of 
the new workload as the boundary between the accumulated 
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working time of disk k (T w) and the expected flash work 
time of disk kin the future (TE), as shown in Algorithm 1, 
lines 12 to 14. The second case is that when the new 
workload is not assigned to disk k (Algorithm 1, line 15 to 
17), and the dispatcher 202 uses the arrival time of the most 
recent workload on disk k (TR) as the boundary between T wk 

and T Ek phases. It is noted that the present TCO model is 
compatible with any WAF model. In the present example, 
the dispatcher 202 adopts the WAF model described in 29 to 
implement functions in Algorithm 1, lines 14 and 17. In 
detail, getCostint(k) and getCostMaint(k) return the initial 
cost and maintenance cost of disk k, respectively. getExp
Future WorkTime(k, JN) returns the expected lifetime in the 
future if the new workload is added to this disk k. getExp
Future WorkTime( ) returns the expected lifetime in the 
future if the workload pattern keeps the same on disk k. 

Algorithm 1: minTCO: 

Procedure minTCO( ) 
2 for incoming new workload J N do 
3 for i-1 to ND do 
4 TCO_List[i]-TCO_Assign(i, IN) 
5 SelectedDisk-TCO_List.minValuelndex() 
6 Disk[SelectedDisk].addJob(J N) 
7 return 
8 Procedure TCO_Assign(i, IN) 
9 for k-1 to ND do 
10 Cr=getCostlnt(k) 
11 CM""getCostMaint(k) 
12 if k--i tben 
13 Twk-TJN-Tik 
14 TEk-getExpFutureWorkTime(k, IN) 
15 else 
16 Twk-TRk-T 1k 
17 TEk-getExpFutureWorkTime() 
18 TCO+-C,tCM*(Twk+TEk) 
19 return TCO/(T wk+TEk) 

[0050] FIG. 4 shows an example flowchart for assigning a 
workload to a disk based on a TCO model, according to one 
embodiment. The dispatcher receives a workload for a given 
epoch (step 401). The dispatcher estimates a cost for a disk 
i in a disk pool when the workload would be assigned to the 
disk i (step 402). The dispatcher repeats this process for each 
and every disk in the disk pool (steps 403, 404, and 402). 
After the costs for all the disks in the disk pool are obtained, 
the dispatcher determines a particular disk that minimizes a 
TCO (step 405). The dispatcher assigns the workload to the 
disk (step 406). This process is repeated for a new workload 
for a new epoch. The estimation of the costs and the 
determination of a disk that minimizes a TCO can be 
dynamically performed during runtime. 

[0051] According to one embodiment, a method includes: 
receiving a workload; estimating a cost for allocating the 
workload to each disk of disks in a disk pool based on a TCO 
model; determining a disk among the disks in the disk pool 
that minimizes a total cost of ownership (TCO) by compar
ing costs estimated for the disks; and allocating the work
load to the disk. 

[0052] Media types of the disks in the disk pool may 
include one or more of a flash memory, a phase-change 
RAM (PRAM), a spin-transfer torque magnetic random 
access memory (STT-MRAM), and a resistive RAM (Re
RAM). 
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[0053] The TCO model may incorporate a plurality of cost 
factors specific to the disks including a lifetime and a write 
wearout of the disks, and sequentiality of the workload. 

[0054] The method may further include: obtaining a write 
amplification factor (WAF) for the disks in the disk pool 
based on one or more of a numerical formula of a sequen
tiality ratio of the workload, manufacturer-provided speci
fication, and a WAF analysis tool. 

[0055] The TCO model further incorporates a purchasing 
cost, a write cycle limitation, a number of writes occurred to 
the disks, logical/physical writes to the disks per day, and a 
sequentiality ratio of the workload. 
[0056] The method may further include: obtaining a por
tion of write wearout count for each disk by multiplying 
logical data writes, the WAF, and a duration of a time period; 
and obtaining an expected flash work time for each disk. 

[0057] The expected flash work time for each disk may be 
obtained by adding an accumulated working time of each 
disk and a difference between a total write limit and the write 
wearout count of the disk per a physical data write per day 
of the disk. 

[0058] The physical data write per day of the disk may be 
obtained by a logical data write per day of the disk multi
plied by a WAF of the disk. 

[0059] According to another embodiment, a system 
includes: a workload generator configured to generate a 
workload; a plurality of disks stored in a disk pool; a 
dispatcher comprising a storage that stores a TCO model and 
cost factors for each disk of the plurality of disks in the disk 
pool and a workload queue for storing workloads received 
from a host computer via a host interface. The dispatcher is 
configured to generate an estimated cost for allocating a 
workload stored in the workload queue to each disk of the 
plurality of disks based on a TCO model, determine a disk 
among the plurality of disks in the disk pool that minimizes 
a TCO by comparing costs estimated for the plurality of 
disks, and dispatch the workload to the disk. 

[0060] Media types for the plurality of disks in the disk 
pool includes one or more of a flash memory, a phase
change RAM (PRAM), a spin-transfer torque magnetic 
random access memory (STT-MRAM), and a resistive RAM 
(ReRAM). 

[0061] The TCO model may incorporate a plurality of cost 
factors specific to the disks including a lifetime and a write 
wearout of each of the plurality disks, and sequentiality of 
the workload. 

[0062] The dispatcher may be further configured to obtain 
a write amplification factor (WAF) for the plurality of disks 
in the disk pool based on one or more of a numerical formula 
of a sequentiality ratio of the workload, manufacturer
provided specification, and a WAF analysis tool. 

[0063] The TCO model may further incorporate a pur
chasing cost, a write cycle limitation, a number of writes 
occurred to the plurality of disks, logical/physical writes to 
the plurality of disks per day, and a sequentiality ratio of the 
workload. 

[0064] The dispatcher may be further configured to: obtain 
a write wearout count for each disk by multiplying logical 
data writes, the WAF, and a duration of a time period; and 
obtain an expected flash work time for each disk. 

[0065] The expected flash work time for each disk may be 
obtained by adding an accumulated working time of each 
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disk and a difference between a total write limit and the write 
wearout count of the disk per a physical data write per day 
of the disk. 
[0066] The physical data write per day of the disk may be 
obtained by a logical data write per day of the disk multi
plied by a WAF of the disk. 
[0067] The above example embodiments have been 
described hereinabove to illustrate various embodiments of 
implementing a system and method for providing an online 
flash resource allocation manager based on a TCO model. 
Various modifications and departures from the disclosed 
example embodiments will occur to those having ordinary 
skill in the art. The subject matter that is intended to be 
within the scope of the invention is set forth in the following 
claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method comprising: 
receiving a workload; 
estimating a cost for allocating the workload to each disk 

of disks in a disk pool based on a TCO model; 
determining a disk among the disks in the disk pool that 

minimizes a total cost of ownership (TCO) by com
paring costs estimated for the disks; and 

allocating the workload to the disk. 
2. The method of claim 1, wherein media types of the 

disks in the disk pool includes one or more of a flash 
memory, a phase-change RAM (PRAM), a spin-transfer 
torque magnetic random access memory (STT-MRAM), and 
a resistive RAM (ReRAM). 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the TCO model 
incorporates a plurality of cost factors specific to the disks 
including a lifetime and a write wearout of the disks, and 
sequentiality of the workload. 

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising obtaining a 
write amplification factor (WAF) for the disks in the disk 
pool based on one or more of a numerical formula of a 
sequentiality ratio of the workload, manufacturer-provided 
specification, and a WAF analysis tool. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the TCO model further 
incorporates a purchasing cost, a write cycle limitation, a 
number of writes occurred to the disks, logical/physical 
writes to the disks per day, and a sequentiality ratio of the 
workload. 

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
obtaining a portion of a write wearout count for each disk 

by multiplying logical data writes, the WAF, and a 
duration of a time period; and 

obtaining an expected flash work time for each disk. 
7. The method of claim 6, wherein the expected flash 

work time for each disk is obtained by adding an accumu
lated working time of each disk and a difference between a 
total write limit and the write wearout count of the disk per 
a physical data write per day of the disk. 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the physical data write 
per day of the disk is obtained by a logical data write per day 
of the disk multiplied by a WAF of the disk. 

9. A system comprising: 
a workload generator configured to generate a workload; 
a plurality of disks stored in a disk pool; 
a dispatcher comprising a storage storing a TCO model 

and cost factors for each disk of the plurality of disks 
in the disk pool and a workload queue for storing 
workloads received from a host computer via a host 
interface; 
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wherein the dispatcher is configured to generate an esti
mated cost for allocating a workload stored in the 
workload queue to each disk of the plurality of disks 
based on the TCO model, determine a disk among the 
plurality of disks in the disk pool that minimizes a TCO 
by comparing costs estimated for the plurality of disks, 
and dispatch the workload to the disk. 

10. The system of claim 9, wherein media types for the 
plurality of disks in the disk pool includes one or more of a 
flash memory, a phase-change RAM (PRAM), a spin-trans
fer torque magnetic random access memory (STT-MRAM), 
and a resistive RAM (ReRAM). 

11. The system of claim 9, wherein the TCO model 
incorporates a plurality of cost factors specific to the disks 
including a lifetime and a write wearout of each of the 
plurality disks, and sequentiality of the workload. 

12. The system of claim 9, wherein the dispatcher is 
further configured to obtain a write amplification factor 
(WAF) for the plurality of disks in the disk pool based on one 
or more of a numerical formula of a sequentiality ratio of the 
workload, manufacturer-provided specification, and a WAF 
analysis tool. 
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13. The system of claim 9, wherein the TCO model 
further incorporates a purchasing cost, a write cycle limita
tion, a number of writes occurred to the plurality of disks, 
logical/physical writes to the plurality of disks per day, and 
a sequentiality ratio of the workload. 

14. The system of claim 9, wherein the dispatcher is 
further configured to: 

obtain a write wearout count for each disk by multiplying 
logical data writes, the WAF, and a duration of a time 
period; and 

obtain an expected flash work time for each disk. 

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the expected flash 
work time for each disk is obtained by adding an accumu
lated working time of each disk and a difference between a 
total write limit and the write wearout count of the disk per 
a physical data write per day of the disk. 

16. The system of claim 15, wherein the physical data 
write per day of the disk is obtained by a logical data write 
per day of the disk multiplied by a WAF of the disk. 

* * * * * 


